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Abstract
A model to predict off‐axis crack evolution in multidirectional laminates subjected to multiaxial loading is proposed.
The model applies multi‐scale stress and local fracture mechanics analyses to distinguish between two microscopic
damage mechanisms, which govern the damage evolution, as well as determining the magnitude of the damage
evolution rate associated with each microscopic damage mechanism. The multi‐scale analysis is based on the GLOB‐
LOC off‐axis crack damage model, which is extended to include substantial new capabilities such as the influence of
crack face sliding interaction and prediction of variations in the stress field due to the local crack density. The
extension of the GLOB‐LOC model introduces physically based multiaxial fatigue criteria for off‐axis crack initiation and
mixed‐mode off‐axis crack propagation. The extended GLOB‐LOC model is implemented and it is demonstrated that
good predictions are obtained for the damage evolution under various multiaxial stress conditions. Furthermore it is
shown that the model only requires input from two different multiaxial stress states to obtain the material
parameters for a given FRP ply.

1. Introduction
Multiaxial fatigue loading is a common loading scenario for many composite structures. It is therefore of great interest
to model the influence of such loading scenarios on the fatigue performance of composite materials, to enable
reliable and efficient designs and such that shorter time‐to‐market of composite products can be achieved. Fatigue
damage evolution in composite laminates is a complex process because it involves different interacting damage
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mechanisms such as off‐axis cracking, delamination, crack coupling and fibre breakage [1]. Off‐axis cracking is of
particular interest as it explains the majority of the stiffness loss observed in composite laminates as they fatigue. The
stiffness loss leads to an increase of stress in the load carrying fibres, which promotes fibre failure and may lead to
overall structural failure. Accordingly, the development of accurate multiaxial fatigue models for off‐axis crack
evolution is a key enabler for the prediction of the fatigue life of composite laminates. However, even though off‐axis
cracking in composite laminates represents an important damage mode for the entire damage evolution process, it
has only been given limited attention in the current literature on fatigue models for composite laminates.
According to [2], the fatigue models for composite laminates can be divided into three groups: fatigue life models,
residual stiffness/strength models and mechanistic models. Fatigue life models predict failure based on empirical
relations and do not model the gradual degradation of the material, which results from the complicated damage
evolution in the composite laminates. A recent extensive review of the predictive capabilities of multiaxial fatigue life
models can be found in [3], which concludes that all tested models fall short in providing safe and reliable predictions,
and highlights the need for physically based models. The residual stiffness/strength models, e.g. [4,5], predict the
gradual deterioration of the macroscopic stiffness and/or strength properties, but the proposed evolution laws do not
directly relate to physical damage modes in the composite material. Also, considering the highly complex fatigue
damage evolution process progressing at different length scales, see e.g. [6], it is questionable that the residual
strength/stiffness models provide meaningful results, other than for the laminates that were tested to develop the
model, because the models are largely of a phenomenological and empirical nature. The mechanistic models differ
from the above models by attempting to provide a physically based model of the actual damage mechanisms within
the composite material. Mechanistic models can be divided into two groups; models predicting damage growth and
models predicting residual mechanical properties. Several models predicting residual mechanical properties have
been proposed. The field of progressive continuum damage models has had many contributions in the past two
decades, e.g. [7–10]. Progressive continuum damage models are generally based on the use of an explicit simulation
method to model the progression of damage in each ply based on stresses obtained at the mesoscale. The models
show good predictive capabilities but require extensive experimental characterisation on unidirectional (UD) and
multidirectional (MD) laminates to calibrate empirical constants, which questions their general applicability.
Additionally, considering that the fatigue damage evolution occurs at different length scales [6], ranging from the
microscopic level at the fibre‐matrix interface to the macroscopic scale, it is unclear if the stresses defined on the
mesoscale can provide sufficient information to describe the actual damage evolution. This is highlighted in [11]
where off‐axis crack growth rates were found to depend on both the stress level and the thickness of the cracked
layer.
A potential approach to the development of more accurate and generally applicable fatigue models is to develop
mechanistic models, which predict the actual damage growth and relate this damage growth to the residual
mechanical properties. This would enable fatigue life predictions that are relevant at the structural scale. Mechanistic
modelling of the full damage evolution process would be an extremely complex task since it would require modelling
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of e.g. off‐axis cracking, crack‐coupling, delamination and fibre failure. However, since off‐axis cracking usually is the
first damage mode to occur [11–14], and since it explains the majority of the stiffness loss of composite laminates
exposed to fatigue loading, it is clear that the development of predictive models for off‐axis crack evolution is a
prerequisite for the development of both improved fatigue models and full mechanistic modelling. In addition, such
off‐axis fatigue models may also be of significant interest for fatigue problems where the residual laminate stiffness is
a fundamental design driver as is the case for many practical applications.
Several damage models exist, which can predict the stiffness degradation of composite laminates solely from the
volume density of off‐axis cracks [15]. Furthermore, some of the models can also provide essential information for
damage evolution such as the variation in stress field in the cracked layer and the Crack Face Displacements (CFD),
which can be used to compute the Energy Release Rate (ERR) in the off‐axis crack front [11]. However, neither of the
models refenced in [15] can predict how the off‐axis cracking develops when the laminates are subjected to service
loads.
Models for predicting the off‐axis crack evolution under quasi‐static loading have been reported in [16–18]. The off‐
axis crack growth is unstable when considering quasi‐static loading conditions. This means that as soon as an off‐axis
crack has initiated it will grow unstably until it meets a region with lower stress, e.g. for coupon test specimens this
region would be the specimen free edge. This means that the off‐axis crack evolution for quasi‐static loading can be
modelled by using a 2‐dimensional (2D) approach, as only the length perpendicular to the off‐axis cracks and the
thickness of the representative volume element (RVE) in the damaged layer is of importance.
The off‐axis crack evolution process for laminates subjected to fatigue loading can be described by initiation of off‐axis
cracks followed by steady state crack growth [11,19,20]. Therefore, the nature of the problem includes full 3D
complexity, since the cracks that are initiated can no longer be assumed to span the entire region of uniform stress. To
the knowledge of the authors, the only available off‐axis crack evolution models for fatigue loading are found in [21–
25]. The model in [21] predicts the crack density evolution in a cross‐ply laminate using Monte‐Carlo simulation of
distributions of fatigue strength. The model predictions were in good agreement with experiments, but the model is
only valid for cross ply laminates and the crack propagation phase was not considered. In the model presented in [22]
it was assumed, that the off‐axis crack evolution can be described solely from the initiation strength. The model
showed good predictive capabilities, but it was found to over predict crack density if a fatigue threshold limit was not
introduced. However, in [26] ultra high‐cycle fatigue tests on GFRP were carried out and a fatigue threshold limit was
not found after 10 cycles. As in [21,22], the model presented in [24] neglects the propagation phase, hence the crack
density evolution is based on only the initiation strength. The model proposed in [23] takes into account both
initiation and the steady state crack growth phase. However, the model relies on a Monte‐Carlo type simulation
where stochastic parameters are obtained using inverse modelling. The growth of individual cracks originating at the
edges and the interaction of the cracks are modelled as the number of cycles is increased. A recent publication [25],
presents an improved version of the model described in [23], where the requirement for the cracks to initiate at the
edges is removed. However, as in [23] the model still relies on a Monte‐Carlo simulation, which means that several
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damage variables for initiation and several damage variables describing the crack field must be included in each
representative volume element (RVE). Thus rendering the model [25] computationally cumbersome, alongside its
improved predictive capabilities.
In view of the above there is a clear need for a computationally efficient multiaxial fatigue model, which is proposed in
the present paper by adopting a simplifying parameterisation of the crack evolution process. Hence, here the
capability of the well‐developed GLOB‐LOC off‐axis crack damage modelling framework [17,27–29] is extended by the
addition of a multiaxial fatigue evolution module. Furthermore a parametric FE‐analysis is included in the GLOB‐LOC
framework to account for the influence of Crack Sliding Displacement (CSD) interaction. Hence, the new modelling
framework is capable of predicting variations in the stress field based on the volume average stresses and the local
crack density. Thereby providing the information required to determine the type of failure mechanisms that is active,
and also the magnitude of the damage evolution rate at the appropriate length scales. The modified model
incorporates damage based multiaxial off‐axis crack initiation and crack growth criteria (presented in Section 2 of the
paper). Following the classification of [2], the model can be categorized as belonging to the group of mechanistic
models, as it can predict both damage growth and residual mechanical properties in the form of the stiffness
degradation of multiaxial composite laminates.

2. Fatigue models for off‐axis cracks
A part of the off‐axis crack evolution process, defined by initiation and propagation of off‐axis cracks, can be
considered as deterministic, and, due to the nature of the composite material, part of the process can be considered
as stochastic. The influence of mechanical loading on the initiation and propagation of off‐axis cracks shows a
deterministic dependence on the stress amplitude [12], multiaxial stress state [12], load ratio [30], stacking sequence
[11] and the number of load reversals (cycles). Furthermore, the stacking sequence influences the crack growth,
because the stacking sequence determines the mode‐mixity (MM) and the magnitude of the total Energy Release Rate
(ERR) of the off‐axis crack front.
The relationship between an applied stress with constant amplitude and stress ratio, and the number of cycles until an
initial flaw initiates into an off‐axis crack can be described by a power law relationship, i.e.
and

are empirical constants derived from fatigue tests (usually at 50% survival rate),

to failure, and

, where
is the number of cycles

is the equivalent stress range at which the off‐axis crack initiates, e.g. [12,31,32].

The crack growth rate (CGR) of an isolated off‐axis crack growing in a steady‐state manner as function of the
maximum ERR for a constant load ratio can be modelled deterministically by adopting the Paris’ Law relationship
[11,12,20,33,34], (CGR is also routinely refered to as da/dN), G represents the ERR and D and n are
empirical constants obtained from fitting Paris’ Law to crack growth experimental data.
To account for the influence of multiaxial loading a model based on the two distinct observed damage mechanisms at
the micro‐scale, i.e. micro‐cracks parallel to the fibres and shear cusps was proposed in [35]. The model in [35]
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predicts the type of failure mechanism and the damage evolution rate for each of the damage modes based on two
different reference stresses, namely the local hydrostatic tension stress (
and the local maximum principal stress (

) for micro‐cracks parallel to the fibres

) for shear cusps. The two reference stresses are computed using a

fibre‐matrix unit‐cell model, and the fatigue strengths for damage initiation are determined from two different
multiaxial fatigue stress conditions for each damage mode. Recently, an extension to the model in [35] was presented
in [36] and this extended model includes the influence of varying stress ratio on off‐axis crack initiation.
In [37] a mixed‐mode model for off‐axis crack propagation is proposed, which was inspired by the initiation model
presented in [35], and based on the damage modes observed at the micro‐scale in front of a propagating off‐axis crack
as reported in [38]. A brief description of the mixed‐mode model [37] is included in Appendix A of this paper. The
mixed‐mode model proposed in [37] can be evaluated in an efficient manner using GLOB‐LOC, as demonstrated in
Section 4 of the present paper. The extended model requires experimental determination of material parameters for
Paris’ Law derived for two different mixed‐mode loading conditions for the considered laminate. Each relationship
corresponds to a specific propagation damage mode at the micro‐scale either dominated by Mode‐I (micro‐cracks
parallel to the fibres ahead of the crack tip) or Mode‐II fatigue loading (shear cusps ahead of the crack tip). As will be
demonstrated in Section 5, the material parameters required for both the initiation and propagation models from [35]
and [37], respectively, can be determined using the same laminates and uniaxial fatigue tests. Consequently, the
model requires inputs from fatigue tests on only two laminates to efficiently model the influence of multiaxial stress
states.
Stress‐ratio effects on the off‐axis crack evolution has been reported in [20,23,30]. Based on the reported results, it
was proposed in [23] to use the empirical normalisation principle found in [39] to model the stress‐ratio effect on off‐
axis crack initiation as follows:
1

ψ

2

where, d=LHS or LMPS, ψ are the empirically normalised stress measures,
reference stress,

(1)

1

is the maximum equivalent fatigue

is the static reference strength and the reference stress ratio is defined as

for each

unique damage mode d. The empirically normalised S‐N curve is therefore given as:
ψ
where d=LHS or LMPS, ψ and

ψ ⋅

(2)

are the empirical constants fitted to the normalised S‐N data.

It was proposed in [37] to use the same empirical normalisation in terms of equivalent ERR for the influence of
varying the stress‐ratio on the crack propagation:
1

φ
2

1

(3)
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where d=LHS or LMPS,
propagation.

is the maximum equivalent ERR for the active damage mode that drives the crack

is equivalent to the ERR required for unstable crack propagation for each damage mode, and the

reference stress ratio

for each unique damage mode d. Thus, the empirically normalised Paris’ Law can be

expressed as:
CGR
where d=LHS or LMPS, φ and

(4)

φ ⋅ φ

are the empirical constants fitted to the normalised crack growth data.

Consequently, to account for the stress‐ratio effect in the models, it is necessary to test the two laminates under both
quasi‐static and fatigue loading. It should be noted that the normalisation in Eq. (1) has only been validated for
0, and the normalisation in Eq. (3) has only been validated for conditions where the crack faces remain stress
free during the entire loading cycle. The normalisations in Eqs. (1) and (3) have not been tested for other loading
histories due to the lack of, or very limited, experimental data for compression‐tension and compression‐compression
loading for off‐axis crack initiation and propagation.
In addition to the deterministic aspects of the off‐axis crack evolution process, as described above, the evolution
process also is highly stochastic due to the variable nature of the composite material. The underlying micro material
architecture in the form of fibre‐bridging, voids, varying fibre‐volume fraction and varying layer thickness etc. results
in significant levels of scatter of the material data points derived from fatigue tests [20]. In [20] the Weibull
distribution was found to model both the stochastic nature of the crack initiation the and crack growth rates well, and
provided a means for determining the stochastic material parameters. Furthermore, it was shown that crack initiation
and crack growth are not represented by a single S‐N and Paris’ Law master curve, but instead by S‐N and crack
growth Weibull fields.

3. Stochastic model to predict crack density evolution
The overall aim of the proposed model is to predict the off‐axis crack density given as [20]:
∑
where

denotes the number of cracks,

is the length of the ith crack, and

volume element [40]. The number of cracks

and the length of each crack

(5)
is the area of the representative
are dependent on the deterministic

aspects of the fatigue evolution process as described in section 2, but they are also influenced by the aforementioned
stochastic nature of the problem. Therefore, to create a physically based multiaxial off‐axis crack evolution model, and
to predict the crack density as given in Eq. (5), it is necessary to include and combine the stochastic and the
deterministic aspects of the process.
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The probabilistic fatigue strength

is substituted by a Weibull field with the probability of crack initiation ( ) for

the LHS and LMPS initiation damage modes given as:

,

,

1

(6)

where d=LHS or LMPS, the model input is the number of cycles to fatigue failure
. ψ and

by

and

and

is the Weibull shape parameters for the LHS and LMPS damage modes.

are fitting parameters for the normalised S‐N power law relationship given in Eq. (2),

,

The probabilistic fatigue strength functions for the two damage modes
each have

,ψ ,

,

, and the loading state is given

,

are identical, but they

as separate material parameters. It is important to note that

and

should be

evaluated using the multiscale approach proposed in [35].
The probabilistic crack growth CGR field,

,

, for the LHS and LMPS propagation modes are given as:

,

1

(7)

is the crack growth rate for a particular damage mode at the maximum ERR loading, φ and

d=LHS or LMPS,

is the Weibull shape parameter for the

are fitting parameters for the Paris’ Law relationship given by Eq. (4), and
LHS and LMPS initiation and propagation damage modes, respectively.
The crack growth field for the LHS and LMPS damage modes
have

,φ ,

and

,

,

as separate material parameters. It should be noted that

are identical, but they each
and

should be evaluated

using a suitable off‐axis crack damage model together with the approach presented in [37]. The damage model used in
the present work is the GLOB‐LOC model described in [17], with additional modifications as described in Section 4.
The off‐axis crack evolution process can be described by the initiation of off‐axis cracks at the micro‐scale and the
crack propagation at the meso‐scale. The details of the model developed to predict the crack evolution process is
shown in Figure 1. Firstly, information about the laminate, material, RVE and loading history is provided as an input,
and then the algorithm starts the explicit simulation. A fatigue block load is applied to the laminate that establishes
the stress/strain state in the laminate at the macroscale. The algorithm then loops through the laminate layers and
derives the probability of failure initiation at each of the allowable crack initiation locations at the microscale. The
total probability of crack initiation can then be calculated at the mesoscale to establish the number of cracks

in

the laminate. The CGR for each initiated crack is then computed and subsequently the crack density in the laminate
layer is updated. When the damage in all laminate layers has been computed, the next fatigue step follows and the
algorithm stops when it has looped through all fatigue steps provided by the user. The assumptions adopted in each
stage of the model and how the different steps are computed are described in detail in the following two subsections.
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Initiation:
An RVE comprising an off‐axis layer in a test specimen subject to in‐plane stress is shown in Figure 2. Only off‐axis
cracks initiating from the edges are considered, and this fundamental assumption corresponds well with experimental
observations which suggest that initiation at the edges is the predominant mechanism [11,41]. In addition, the
1/

maximum crack density is assumed to be

as assumed in [17], where tk is the layer thickness. This

assumption is well justified from experimental results reported in literature, see. e.g. [11,41]. The off‐axis layer is
/

therefore divided into

crack elements, where W is shown in Figure 2. Consequently, each crack element

can only have one crack, which also means that the crack only stops when it meets the opposite edge of the cracked
element, i.e. for this case at the edge of the test specimen. Therefore only one crack is allowed to initiate at one side
or the other and cracks cannot grow together. From a physical point of view this might lead to poor predictions for
cases where the crack fields are more complex than is the case for full width cracks. However, it was decided to adopt
this simplification to reduce the computational cost, and also to show the applicability of the method in the simplest
case for off‐axis crack evolution in multiaxially loaded laminate layers. The relation between the

and the number of

cracks initiated is adopted from [17] to predict the number of cracked elements as:
(8)
where

denotes the total crack density, and

is the total probability of crack initiation given in Eq. (9).

When off‐axis cracks initiate sufficiently close to other off‐axis cracks there will be interaction and the stress between
the cracks is lowered. This creates a shielding effect on new crack formation, which means that ψ varies along the
edge as soon as a crack is present. For off‐axis crack evolution under quasi‐static loading it is suggested in [17] to use
the average stress in each element to compute the probability of failure. However, due to the nonlinear dependence
between the number of cycles to failure and the fatigue stress from the S‐N power law, an error may be introduced if
the variations in the stress field are not taken into account. To compute the probability of crack initiation, the edge is
further divided into initiation‐elements

∙

/ , where r is the number of crack initiation elements per crack

element. In the following derivation it is assumed that a sufficiently fine division of initiation‐elements has been
chosen, such that the stress state within each element can be treated as constant. The two damage modes LMPS and
LHS are assumed to be stochastic independent events, since they represent different damage mechanisms. Therefore
the total probability of failure can be evaluated as the product of the respective survival probability considering each
damage mode. Moreover, according to the weakest link principle [42], the product of survival probabilities for all
crack initiation elements should equal to the survival probability in the full volume defined by Eq. (6). The total
survival probability when combining the two different damage modes is therefore given as:

1

1

∙ 1

∙

∙

(9)
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where

and

are the survival probabilities of the jth crack initiation element for each damage mode.

The survival probability of the jth element can be derived from the weakest link principle as described in [42] and is
given as:

(10)
ψ
ψ

ψ
ψ

The damage measure is therefore the survival probability of each initiation element, which is the same type of
damage measure as proposed in [42]. However, the probability given in Eq. (10) cannot be evaluated explicitly, since
the stress state may not be constant. This can happen either if the applied load varies or if an off‐axis crack has
initiated, which will cause a shielding effect, reducing the stress in the neighbourhood of the crack. To overcome this,
an explicit method is used to obtain the probability for off‐axis crack initiation. When accounting for a varying stress
history, the damage accumulation is derived by establishing the equivalent number of cycles for the given stress,
followed by evaluation of the new survival probability:
/

ln

ψ

∙

ψ

Δ

,

(11)

(12)

ψ
ψ
where

is the equivalent number of cycles at the tth load step required to produce the same survival

probability at the current stress level ψ

, and Δ

is the cycle step applied at the tth load step for damage mode

d.
Propagation:
The probability of failure does not provide information about where cracks initiate. It is assumed that cracks initiate
between already existing cracks because the stress at this location is the highest and the crack growth rate will be the
highest as well. The numbering of the elements containing a crack, c, shown in Figure 2 is the order and location of
crack initiation and hence provides a conservative estimation of the crack density. Moreover, for computational
efficiency the crack initiation is modelled such that the cracks initiate at opposite edges and the length of the cracks is
assumed to be ordered as

⋯

(as shown in Figure 2), where the subscript denotes the crack number.

This assumption makes it possible to compute the ERR for each crack prior to the simulation, so the entire 3D stress
field does not need to be computed. The proportional scalings of the Paris’ Law relations defined by Eq. (7) are
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assigned to each element through a Monte‐Carlo approach and normalised mode I and mode II ERRs (used to obtain
the equivalent ERR’s in [37]) are assigned to each crack element before the simulation is started. The normalised ERRs
are given as:
,

,

,

,

where

and

,

(13)
(14)

is the local ERR, which can be obtained from Eq. (26) and (27) in Section 4, and

,

for

is the local crack density at the ith crack element and is given by

1 , where

denote

the floor rounding function.
For each cracked element the crack growth rate is computed based on the Paris’ Law mastercurves described in [37]:
φ

,

where

,

,

,

,

,

,

for

,

1:

(15)

denotes the assigned proportional scaling obtained for simplicity from the Monte‐Carlo approach using

Eq. (7). It is also possible to assign

,

deterministically by integrating the experimentally derived Weibull

distribution. As demonstrated in [37] the propagation mode (mastercurve) that predicts the fastest CGR should be
used to predict the crack growth. Hence the crack growth rate for each propagation mode (LHS and LMPS) in each
cracked element is computed, and the highest crack growth rate is used to advance the crack. The new crack length of
the cth crack element is:
max
∙H
where

,

∙Δ
max

∙H

,

max
,

∙Δ
(16)

∙Δ

for

1:

denotes the Heaviside function used to ensure that the crack propagation stops, when the off‐axis cracks

reach the opposite edge

.

If an off‐axis crack has grown so that it has met the other edge, it will change the stress field at this edge as well. The
stress field at the edge is therefore computed based on both the initiated cracks at the considered edge and the full
width cracks. Finally, the crack density is computed using Eq. (5).

4. Extension of the GLOB‐LOC multi‐scale stress analysis
The off‐axis evolution model presented in Section 3 is a multiscale model, and consequently a computational
multiscale stress analysis tool must be developed to evaluate the proposed criteria. The multiscale approach adopted
in the present work is based on the GLOB‐LOC damage modelling framework [17,27–29], which belongs to the class of
CFD (Crack Face Displacement) models [15]. In this section the implementation of the GLOB‐LOC model is validated
and the GLOB‐LOC model is extended with additional stress analysis tools required for the off‐axis crack evolution
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prediction. The extension and validation of the GLOB‐LOC model are accomplished by means of detailed parametric
FEA of constrained off‐axis cracks. The GLOB‐LOC model is based on the micro‐mechanical theorem stating that the
volume average strains in each layer are equal to boundary‐averaged strains. This means that the boundary value
strains, and hence the stiffness of the laminate can be computed when the Crack Face Displacements (the CFDs) are
known. In [27,28], power law master curves are derived to predict the CFDs based on the thickness and stiffness of
the constraining and cracked layers and the stress state in the undamaged laminate. It should be noted that
computations of the Crack Sliding Displacement (CSD), the Crack Opening Displacements (COD) and the stress state
between cracks are required to evaluate the initiation and propagation criteria outlined in section 3. For the case of
non‐interacting off‐axis cracks, the COD and CSD are given as:

where

1
2

Δ

1
2

Δ

(17)

(18)

is the thickness of the cracked layer, and Δ

,Δ

is the displacement jump across the crack,
and

are the shear and transverse normal stress in the undamaged laminate,

and

are the shear modulus and

transverse Young’s modulus in the cracked layer of the material coordinate system of layer k,

and

are

the shear modulus and transverse Young’s modulus of the constraining laminate in a coordinate system defined by
having the YZ‐plane aligned with the off‐axis crack plane of layer k.
and

and

,

,

, and

are empirical constants,

are empirical functions of the layer thicknesses. (These constants/functions have been derived from FE‐

analysis, and the expressions for

,

,

,

,

and

can be found in [17].)

The off‐axis cracks will start to interact when they are located close to each other, assumed to be within a distance of
4 layer thicknesses (~

4 ). This means that the CSD and the COD become functions of the crack density. The

interaction in terms of COD can be accounted for by introducing an interaction function as described in [17,29].
However, the in [17,29] an interaction function for CSD is not proposed. Assuming a similar interaction function for
the CSD as proposed for the COD in [17], and neglecting the influence of friction when the crack surfaces close, the
CSD and COD are given as:
tanh

/
tanh

where

and

analyses, and

0
/

(19)
(20)

are empirical constants giving the best fit to CSD and COD results obtained from parametric FE‐
denotes the normalised crack density given as

Numerical values of

and

.

for the composite materials used in the experimental work described in Table 1 were

determined from a 3D FE‐analysis (FEA). A sketch of the 3D model is shown in Figure 3(a), and the boundary
conditions (B.C.’s) for the study of the COD and the CSD interaction are shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c),
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respectively. ANSYS 15.0 was used for the FE analyses with 12 SOLID185 elements through the thickness of the plies.
The results from the FE analysis are shown in Figure 4 with the COD interaction is in close agreement with [29]. The
interaction functions given in Eq. (19) and (20) were fitted to the FE results using

1.3 and

0.74,

respectively, and it is seen in Figure 4 that these values provide a satisfactory fit for the CSD and COD interaction
obtained from FEA.
Since the GLOB‐LOC model is based on volume averaging, the varying stress field within a cracked layer between off‐
axis cracks is not readily obtained. The average stress in a cracked layer can be obtained [17] and is dependent on the
COD and CSD in the cracked layer. Therefore cracked layers are considered separately and laminates are assumed to
be symmetric and balanced, so any coupling effects on the COD and CSD values cannot be considered. By using force
equilibrium conditions and macroscopic strain compatibility for all laminate layers it can be shown that the average
transverse normal stress as function of the COD is given as [43]:

,

1

2

(21)
2

where

is the initial ‘average’ modulus of the whole laminate in the undamaged condition,

thickness of the sub‐laminates and

is the average

is the average Young’s modulus of the top and bottom sub‐laminate

perpendicular to the off‐axis crack as defined in [17].
Reference [43] does not provide the derivation of the average shear stress, but using the same assumptions as for the
transverse normal stress it can be shown that the average shear stress in a cracked layer is given as:

,

1

2

(22)
2

where

is the average shear‐modulus of the top and bottom sub‐laminate, and

is the initial ‘average’ shear

modulus of the whole laminate in the undamaged condition.
As described in [44], shear lag models predict the varying stress field between off‐axis cracks by solving a second order
ordinary differential equation which has a solution given as:

1

cosh Φ
cosh Φ

2

1

(23)

where Φ is an unknown constant depending on the laminate properties, is a non‐dimensional coordinate given as
/ , where

0 is the centre position between two off‐axis cracks.

The unknown material constant, Φ , can be determined by solving the following:
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1

,

cosh Φ
cosh Φ

2

(24)

1

is also be described by a solution similar to Eq. (23) but will have a different

In a similar manner the shear stress

material constant, denoted as Φ , which is determined by solving:

1

,

cosh Φ
cosh Φ

2

(25)

1

A comparison between the stress between off‐axis cracks as predicted by the extended GLOB‐LOC model using Eqs.
(19)‐(25) and FE analyses is shown in Figure 5. It is observed that the predictions of the FE analyses and the
methodology proposed in this paper compares very well, and is a strong indication that the extended GLOB‐LOC
model is valid. It should be noted that the stress field obtained from Eqs. (24)‐(25) is used to compute LHS and LMPS in
the crack initiation elements (10), which in turn relies on the multi‐scale model given in [35].
To evaluate Eq. (15), and predict the CGR, it is necessary to obtain the mode I and mode II ERR as follows [11]:

where

and

1
2

Δ

(26)

1
2

Δ

(27)

denotes the ERR associated with pure mode I and mode II, respectively,

and

are the

transverse normal stress and the shear stresses ahead of the propagating crack front, and COD and CSD are the crack
face displacements behind the crack front.

and

can be obtained from Eq. (24) and (25), and CSD and COD can

be obtained from Eq. (19) and (20).
The additional capabilities for the GLOB‐LOC model presented in this section allows predictions of the necessary multi‐
scale stress measures required to define damage evolution at the different length scales included in the off‐axis crack
evolution process. Compared to detailed FEA, the multi‐scale stress measures are computationally efficient to
evaluate and enable predictions of damage evolution to be made at larger scales.

5. Material parameter input for extended GLOB‐LOC model
Three laminate plates were produced to provide the empirical constants required in the model. The plates were
produced using manual material placement and vacuum assisted resin transfer moulding. The glass fibre was 600g/m2
stitched E‐glass NCF UD, and an epoxy resin and hardener typical for wind turbine blade applications were used as
matrix material. The layups of the three laminate plates were [0]6, [0/‐40/0/40]s and [0/‐90]s. The [0]6 laminate
was used to derive the constitutive properties of the laminate layers, and the [0/‐40/0/40]s and [0/‐90]s
laminates were used to derive the quasi‐static strengths, S‐N curves and the Paris’ Law like relationships required for
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the proposed model. The constitutive properties of the three different laminates are given in Table 1. The fibre
volume fractions were measured by means of a burn‐off test [20]. It should be noted that the type of stitching used
for the tested fabric results in the creation of fibre tows. These fibre tows may have a higher fibre volume fraction
than the fibre volume fraction measured in the burn off‐test and as argued in [35] such an increase in fibre volume
fraction increases the local stress in the matrix and hence the possibility of crack initiation.
[06] Laminate (No. Specimens tested: 3 in 0°, 3 in 90° and 1 ARCAN specimen in pure shear)
[GPa]

[GPa]

44.3±2.5

12.1±0.23

Thickness
[mm]

[GPa]
0.36±0.02

3.93±0.09**

56%

3.07±0.03

[0/90]s Laminate (No. Specimens tested: 3 in 0°)
[GPa]
26.2±0.5

Vf

Thickness [mm]

47 1%

2.30 ± 0.06

[0/‐40/0/40]s Laminate (No. Specimens tested: 3 in 0°)
[GPa]
29.3±2.2

Vf

Thickness [mm]

51 1%

4.34 ± 0.09

E‐Glass
* [GPa]
70

Epoxy
*

* [GPa]

0.22

3.2

*
0.37

Table 1: Constitutive properties for the tested material. *Assumed material properties taken from
[35] which are typical for E‐glass and epoxy materials. **The strain measurements were obtained
using DIC and the scatter band for

is the 5‐95% confidence interval for the measured shear
modulus.

The damage evolution in the quasi‐static and fatigue tests was obtained using the ACC technique [40], and a material
parameter identification similar to the one presented in [20] was adopted to automatically derive the quasi‐static
strengths, S‐N curves based on initiation of isolated off‐axis cracks, and Paris’ Law relationships based on crack
growth rates obtained for the propagation of isolated crack fronts. The number of fatigue tests carried out for the two
laminates is given in Table 2. In addition, four quasi‐static loading tests were carried out for each of the [0/‐
40/0/40]s and [0/‐90]s laminates.
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[0/‐90] s
Load

302

# tests

240

203

160

[N/mm]

[N/mm]

[N/mm]

[N/mm]

4

2

1

1

[0/‐40/0/40]s
1147

Load

# tests

742

547

[N/mm]

[N/mm]

[N/mm]

2

2

2

Table 2: Fatigue tests carried out for each load level for the two laminates.
The S‐N data obtained from the experimental campaign along with fitted S‐N curves for the LHS and LMPS initiation
damage modes can be seen in
,

Figure 6a. The multiaxial failure envelope (

) for the tested material predicted by the model from [35] is plotted

in
0.1, which represents the stress‐

Figure 6b for different numbers of loading cycles to failure for the case where

level at which the material calibration tests were carried out. The constant life diagram obtained by using the
normalisation defined by Eq. (1) for each damage mode is shown in
Figure 6c.
Figure 7a shows the measured crack growth rates and Paris’ Law fits as function of

and

, and constant CGR

curves are plotted in Figure 7b. The model parameters required in Eqs. (6)‐(7) have been derived from the fatigue and
quasi‐static test results and are given in Table 3.

ψ

φ

[MPa]

d=LHS

0.13

0.53

1.02

.
.

148

7.76

10

d=LMPS

0.16

1.22

1.20

.
.

>194*

3.41

10

[ /
.

.
.

0.96
.

0.8

0.98

.
.

]
.
.

1.28*

Table 3: Quasi‐static and fatigue evolution properties derived using ACC [20]. *The quasi‐static
strength for the LMPS damage mode ([0  /‐40  /0  /40  ] s laminate) could not be obtained, since the
specimens suffered from failure close to the tabs before the off‐axis cracks initiated. The quasi‐
static strength has therefore been assigned the stress value at tab‐failure.
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It should be noted that the measured strength determined in each of the two initiation damage modes represents a
lower bound, since only the first non‐interacting cracks are included in this measurement. This lower bound is known
as the length effect [42] and the measured strength can be corrected using the weakest link approach. This means
that the measured normalised strength

therefore has to be corrected as:

,

for the model to provide

accurate results. For this work, the correction factor u is determined by scaling the parameter from inverse modelling
of one single CA fatigue test. An appropriate choice of u was found to be 1.16.
For the derivation of

and

it is assumed that the stress at crack initiation (the initiation strength) and the

equivalent ERRs leading to unstable crack growth are reached at the same time. In the [0/‐90]s laminate layup the
cracks grew unstably across the width when the cracks initiated, meaning that
for this quantity.

represents an upper‐bound value

cannot be measured as no off‐axis cracks were initiated in the [0/‐40/0/40]s laminate

layup under static loading before specimen failure. Due to this, it is assumed that

can be computed based on

the stress in the off‐axis layer at specimen failure. It should be noted that this assumption only influences results for
predictions for stress ratios at

0.1, because the normalisation was carried out for data derived for

0.1.

Identical S‐N curves and Paris’ Law relationships at this stress ratio are obtained regardless of the choice of

.

6. Model validation and identification of limitations
Figure 8 to Figure 11 show the model predictions alongside measured crack density results for two different layups,
namely the [0/‐90]s laminate, and the results from the [0/‐60/0/60]s laminate layup reported in [20]. The
purpose of comparing with results obtained from the [0/‐90] s is to show how the proposed methodology performs
for the multiaxial stress state at which the crack evolution parameters were calibrated. The purpose of comparing
with the crack density evolution for the [0/‐60/0/60]s laminate is to demonstrate how the methodology performs
for another multiaxial stress state for CA, VA block loading and C‐T CA fatigue tests. The geometry and number of
elements used in the simulations are given in Table 4, where reference is given to Figure 2 for the definition of the
parameters quoted in the table.

Layup

⋅
[mm2]

[mm]

[0/‐90] s

1550

25

[0/‐60/0/60]s

1550

25
sin 60

/ )

28.9

⋅

57

342

50

300

Table 4: RVE size and number of elements used in the off‐axis crack density simulation.
Figure 8 shows the measured crack density evolution in the [0/‐90]s laminate compared to the extended GLOB‐LOC
model simulations using both linear‐linear and log‐linear scalings. The purpose of the linear‐linear scaling is to
demonstrate that the predictions match very well in terms of apparent saturation value and the purpose of the log‐
linear scaling is to show the good agreement between the model and the experiment for the evolution rate. In fact
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good agreement is found for all load levels, except when

302

/

. Here the model simulation over‐predicts

the crack density evolution significantly, and it also appears that the model predictions saturate at another value than
observed in the experiment. However, at this load level the specimens had several zones with delaminations, which
were not observed at the other load levels. The occurrence of delaminations is not accounted for in the model. This
means that the stress responsible for off‐axis crack evolution in the 90 layer is lower than predicted by the model,
hence the model over‐prediction of the crack density.
The crack density evolution results for the 60 layer in the [0/‐60/0/60]s laminate is shown in Figure 9. This
laminate is subjected to a different multiaxial stress state than was used for deriving/calibrating the evolution
parameters. The model predictions are in good agreement with the experimental results demonstrating that the
extended GLOB‐LOC model works well for multiaxial stress states.
Figure 10 shows the extended GLOB‐LOC model predictions for VA block loading compared to the experimentally
measured crack densities. The model predictions show a good agreement with experimental results, but over‐predict
the apparent saturation of the crack density. The reason for this slight discrepancy is likely to be related to the way
the model predicts damage accumulation during initiation. It should be noted that no other experimental studies on
damage accumulation for off‐axis crack initiation have been published in the open literature, and consequently no
general rule for the description of damage accumulation is widely accepted as was pointed out in [23]. Therefore, for
this work it suffices to conclude that the extended GLOB‐LOC model appears to be conservative for low‐high VA block
loading.
Figure 11 shows the model predictions as compared to the experimentally measured crack density evolution for
compression‐tension CA loading. The comparison presented should be considered as qualitative since the empirical
normalisation principle adopted to model the load ratio influence has not been validated for compression‐tension
loading. However, the magnitude of the compressive load element is small for the conducted C‐T tests on the [0/‐
60/0/60]s laminate, and the damaging effect of the compressive load part is assumed to be negligible. From Figure
11 it is seen that the model accurately captures the trend in the experimental data, where the compression‐tension
test is more damaging than the CA test at

563

(see Figure 9), despite the fact that the C‐T test attains a

lower maximum stress during the fatigue cycles. However, the model over‐predicts the crack density at saturation,
which provides a conservative estimation.
Comparisons with crack density evolution in the [0/‐40/0/40]s laminate were left out in this work because the
model predictions and the measured crack density evolution do not agree well. The reason for the poor agreement is
because the cracks did not predominantly initiate from one edge, and then grow to the other edge in the [0/‐
40/0/40]s laminate layup. The parametrisation of cracks initiating from one edge followed by crack growth towards
the other edge is too simplistic to model RVEs with more complicated crack fields as is the case for the 0/‐
40/0/40]s laminate layup. A comparison between typical crack patterns observed in the 3 different laminate layups
obtained from the ACC approach is shown in Figure 12, where it is shown that the crack fields for the [0/‐90]s and
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[0/‐60/0/60]s layups consist of long continuous cracks, whereas the crack pattern observed in the [0/‐
40/0/40]s laminate consists of several small cracks initiating at the both edges and in the centre of the specimen.
To model these more complicated crack fields, a model must consider a discretisation of the crack elements (Figure 2)
along the y‐axis as well. The consequence of implementing such a crack discretization approach would be a significant
increase of the computational expense, and is a consideration for future research.

7. Conclusions
A multi‐scale multiaxial fatigue model for off‐axis crack density evolution has been presented. The proposed multi‐
scale model extends the GLOB‐LOC off‐axis crack damage modelling framework with additional stress analysis tools
and with a fatigue off‐axis crack evolution module. The additional stress analysis tools include predictive analyses of
the influence of crack face sliding interaction at high crack densities, and a method to predict the varying intralaminar
stress field in cracked layers from the volume average quantities as obtained from the GLOB‐LOC framework. The
additional stress analysis tools have been validated against detailed FE analyses, and a good agreement between FE
analysis results and the predictions of the developed stress analysis tools was found. This confirms the applicability of
the developed approach for the detailed stress analysis, as well as the implementation of the GLOB‐LOC model
framework with the additional stress analysis tools. The off‐axis fatigue crack evolution module employs and combines
physically based multiaxial fatigue criteria with an aim to limit/reduce the need for experimental characterisation
tests. Furthermore, empirical relations are adopted to account for the load ratio influence. A simplifying
parametrisation of the crack evolution process suitable for the case where off‐axis cracks will predominantly grow
from one edge to the other edge has been proposed and used to study the predictive capabilities of the new model.
Two different laminates made from NCF glass fibre fabric have been fatigue tested, and the observed damage
evolutions obtained using automatic crack counting (ACC) to derive the evolution parameters required in the model.
The model has shown to provide satisfactory and albeit slightly conservative results for the crack density evolution for
constant amplitude (CA) loading for a [0/90]s laminate, which was one of the laminates used to calibrate the evolution
parameters. Subsequently, the model predictions were then compared to measured crack density evolution data for a
[0/‐60/0/60]s laminate, where the cracked plies were subjected to a different multiaxial stress state and different
mixed mode crack propagation conditions than the stress state / mode mixity conditions for which the model
parameters were calibrated. The model has been shown to predict the crack density evolution well for constant
amplitude (CA), variable amplitude (VA) and compression‐tension (C‐T) loading cases, thus indicating that the
proposed modelling approach is capable of accurately simulating the different damage mechanisms leading to off‐axis
crack propagation in composite laminates. However, the parametrisation of the crack density evolution suggested in
this paper, limits the applicability to test specimens where the geometry facilitates cracks that predominantly grow
from one edge until they meet the other edge, which is the case for the [0/90]s and [0/‐60/0/60]s laminate layups
investigated. However, this parametrisation is too simple to predict the evolution for laminate layups where multiple
cracks initiate away from the edges and coalescence plays an important role in the crack evolution process, as has also
been demonstrated in this work. Future work on the modelling of off‐axis crack density evolution should therefore
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include a more sophisticated parametrisation of the crack initiation and evolution process than has been used for the
research presented in this paper.
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Figure 1: FFlowchart fo
or the crackk density callculation, where
w
the sketches on thhe right side
e illustrate
th
he length sccale at whicch the comp utations are
e carried ouut.
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Figure 2: Represen
ntative volum
me for the crack
c
evoluttion processs model.

d (c) CSD in teraction sttudies.
Figuree 3: (a) FEA 3D unit‐celll model, an d B.C.'s for (b) COD and
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Figure 44: (a) Norma
alised COD, and (b) Norrmalised CS D for different constra ining as fun
nction of
normallised crack density.
d

Figure 5:: (a) Transveerse normall stress fieldd, and (b) Sh
hear stress field
f
betweeen off‐axis cracks
c
for
diffe rent crack densities
d
forr a [0/90]s layup
l
and 1% strain appplied.
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Fiigure 6: (a) S‐N data pooints and fittted S‐N
relat ionships forr non‐interaacting crackss. Test‐stop
nstant wheree the lamin ates were
refeers to the in
no
ot subjected
d to more looad cycles a nd were
theerefore removed from tthe test macchine. (b)
Mul tiaxial failure envelopee and (c) Co nstant life
diag
grams for diffferent num
mber of cycle
es to crack
initiatioon.
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Figure 77: (a) Measu
ured crack g rowth ratess for each off the two prropagation m
modes fitte d with
Paris' law relation
nships, and (b) Constannt CGR curvees showing the mode‐m
mixity where
e the
propagat ion mode ch
hanges.

Figure 8: Crack densiity evolution
n for the 90°° layer (den
noted with boldface
b
nottation in the
e laminate
layup in th
he figure leg
gend) in the
e [0/90] s lam
minate subjeected to CA fatigue loadding at a lo ad ratio of
0.1. (a) Lineear x axis sc aling, and ((b) Logarithm
mic x axis s caling. Solidd lines repre
esent
experimenttally measurred crack deensity and dashed
d
lines are model ppredictions .
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Figure 9: Crack densi ty results fo
or the 60° (ddenoted witth boldface notation in the laminatte layup in
the figure legend) lay er in the [0//‐60/0/60] s laminate su
ubjected to CA fatigue lloading at a load ratio
of

0.1. (a) Lin
near x axis scaling,
s
and (b) Logarit hmic x axis scaling. Sollid lines rep resent
experimenttally measurred crack deensity and dashed
d
lines are model ppredictions .

Figure 100: Crack den
nsity results for the 60°° layer (deno
oted with bo
oldface notaation in the laminate
layup in the figure legend)
l
in th
he [0/‐60/0//60] s lamina
ate subjecte
ed to VA bloock loading at a load
ratio of

0.1. (a) Linear x axiis scaling, aand (b) Loga
arithmic x axxis scaling. SSolid lines represent
r
experimenttally measurred crack deensity and dashed
d
lines are model ppredictions .
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Figure 111: Crack den
nsity results for the 60°° layer (deno
oted with bo
oldface notaation in the laminate
layup in th
he figure leg
gend) in the
e [0/‐60/0/660] s laminat e subjected to C‐T fatiggue loading . (a) Linear
x axis sccaling, and (b)
( Logarith mic x axis sscaling. Soli d lines represent experrimentally measured
m
crack den sity and dasshed lines are
a model prredictions.

Figure 12: Crack fieldss in the threee different laminates.

